An Innovative Way to Separate Gastrointestinal and Abdominal Wall Reconstruction after Complex Abdominal Trauma.
Despite advances in trauma care, a subset of patients surviving damage control cannot achieve fascial closure and require split-thickness skin grafting (STSG) of their open abdomen. Controversy exists as to whether reconstruction of the gastrointestine (GI) should be staged or performed at the time of abdominal wall reconstruction (AWR). Many surgeons do not believe that operations through the STSG can be completed safely or without loss of graft. This series reviews the outcomes of operations for GI reconstruction performed through the elevated healed STSG. Concurrent series on all patients undergoing abdominal operation through the STSG. The technique involves elevating the STSG, lysing adhesions only as needed, avoid detaching underlying omentum or viscera to avoid devascularization, and then reattaching the elevated STSG to the abdominal wall with simple sutures. From 1995 to 2017, 27 patients underwent 40 distinct procedures during 36 separate abdominal reoperations (89% GI) through the elevated STSG approach at three Level I trauma centers at a mean interval of 11 months from application of the STSG. One STSG was lost (patient closed with skin flaps), one patient had 30 per cent loss of the STSG (regrafted), and one patient had 10 per cent loss of the STSG (allowed to granulate). One patient required a small bowel resection for intraoperative enterotomy during a difficult operative dissection. There were no GI complications, intraabdominal infections, or deaths, and all patients were deemed fit to undergo AWR after three months. Major intraabdominal reoperations can be readily and safely accomplished through the elevated STSG approach with a <4 per cent need for regrafting. This staged approach significantly simplifies and increases the safety of a second stage AWR.